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PL  INVOLUTIONS  OF SOME  3-MANIFOLDS1

MYUNG  MI  MYUNG

Abstract. Let /it and /i2 be PL involutions of connected,

oriented, closed, irreducible 3-manifolds Mt and A/2, respectively.

Let a,, i = l, 2, be a fixed point of/;, such that near a, the fixed point

sets of A, are of the same dimension. Then we obtain a PL involution

h-i # h¡ on Mx # A/2 induced by h¡ by taking the connected sum of

Mi and M2 along neighborhoods of a¡. In this paper, we study

the possibility for a PL involution /( on M, # A/2 having a 2-dimen-

sional fixed point set F0 to be of the form /i, # h2, where A/, are lens

spaces. It is shown that: (1) if F0 is orientable, then M1= — M2 and

h is the obvious involution, (2) if the fixed point set F contains

a projective plane, then .V/\ = A/2=a projective 3-space, and in this

case, F is the disjoint union of two projective planes and h is

unique up to PL equivalences, (3) if F contains a Klein bottle K,

then Fis the disjoint union of a Klein bottle and two points.

1. Introduction. Let M be a closed, oriented 3-manifold which is the

connected sum Mx # M.2 of two irreducible 3-manifolds Mx and M2, and

let A be a PL involution of M with a fixed point set F containing a non-

orientable surface F0. Since F0 is one-sided, it would seem that h cannot

interchange A^-part and A/2-part and h must be obtained from in-

volutions hi of Mt, i= 1, 2, by attaching two involutions along an invariant

neighborhood of fixed points a, of ht, where near a¡ the fixed point sets are

of the same dimension.

Kwun [4] proved that no lens spaces except the real projective space

F3 admits orientation reversing PL involutions, and in case of F3 there

exists a unique PL involution up to PL equivalences and Fis the disjoint

union of a projective plane and a point. Hence it leads us to consider the

possibility of the above question when Mi are isomorphic to lens spaces.

2. PL involutions of lens spaces. Let /it and h2 be PL involutions of Mt

and A/,, respectively, where M¡, i= 1, 2, is isomorphic to a lens space (not

necessarily having the natural orientation). The connected sum M=
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Mx # M2 is obtained by removing the interior of a nice 3-cell from each,

and then matching the resulting boundaries using an orientation reversing

homeomorphism.

If Z2 acts on M, H*(M/Z2; Q)^H*(M; Q)z\ and since the involution

reverses orientation, we obtain H3(M; Q)Zi=0, and hence ^(M/Z2)=l.

Therefore 2x(M/Z2)=x(F)+x(M) implies %(F)»2. Let ¿,(F) denote the
ith mod 2 betti number of F Then 2¿<(F)g2*«(W)ál+2+2+l»6
(see [2, p. 42]). This, together with x(F)=2 and dim Fis even, implies that

the possible fixed point sets are S2, the disjoint union of two projective

planes, the disjoint union of a projective plane and a point, the disjoint

union of a Klein bottle and two points, the disjoint union of a Klein

bottle and S2, the disjoint union of S1 x S1 and S2, and the disjoint union

of S1 x S1 and two points.

Now we first consider the case that F contains an orientable surface.

Theorem 1. Let h be a PL involution of M=M1Tf M2. If the fixed

point set F contains an orientable surface, then F is a 2-sphere and M2=

— Mx, h being the obvious involution.

Proof. Let S be an orientable surface in F. By the Alexander, duality

theorem [9], over the rationals Q, F separates M into two parts U and V.

Hence M=2Ü, and we have U -L, M 1+ U, such that ri is the identity,

where i is the inclusion and r is a retraction. Hence we obtain the exact

sequence

HAfDi Q) -^ H,(M; Q) L\ HAÜ; Q)

where r¿¿ is the identity. Hence Hf(U; 0=0 for /=1, 2, and therefore F

must be a 2-sphere.

By Milnor [8], we may say that U is isomorphic to Afj-part and V is

isomorphic to M2-part, and since U and V must be interchanged by h,

M2= — Mx and h is the obvious involution. This proves the theorem.

Hence we have eliminated the case that F is the disjoint union of S1 x S1

and S2. the disjoint union of S1 x S1 and two points, or the disjoint union

of a Klein bottle and S2.

Since the case where a 2-dimensional component of F is orientable has

been taken care of, we have to consider only the case where each 2-

dimensional component of F is nonorientable.

Theorem 2. Let M be Mx # M2, where M( is isomorphic to a lens space,

and h a PL involution on M. If a real projective plane P2 is contained in the

fixed point set F of h, then M=P3 # P3.

Proof. Suppose that h fixes a real projective plane P and assume that

M has been triangulated so that h is simplicial and the simplicial neigh-

borhood U of P is an invariant regular neighborhood of P. Moreover,
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assume that h\rj_P is fixed point free. Letp:Nx-*-M he the double covering

obtained from M by cutting along P. Since U is orientable, but F is not,

(U, P) is homeomorphic to (N, P), where N is the mapping cylinder of a

double covering S2—P. Let U' and (M— U)' he the connected manifolds

obtained from Uand (M— U) by attaching a 3-cell to each. Then by Milnor

[8], V" is isomorphic to S3, Mx, or M2. But since ttx(U') is Z2, U' cannot be

isomorphic to S3, and we may say U' is isomorphic to A/^ Now h\v can be

extended to an orientation reversing PL involution h' of V defined by the

cone over h\RMU). Then by Kwun [4], t/'^A/^P^ Similarly M2^PZ.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 3. Let M=MX # Mz and h a PL involution of M. If a pro-

jective plane is contained in the fixed point set F of h, then F is the disjoint

union of two projective planes, and h being of the form hx # h2 is unique.

Proof. Suppose that a projective plane F is contained in Fand assume

that h is simplicial, the simplicial neighborhood U of F is invariant

regular, and h\rj-p 1S fixed point free. We have seen in Theorem 2 that

h\M_rj can be extended to an orientation reversing PL involution h' of F3.

Let F' he the fixed point set of h'. Then by Kwun [3], F' is the disjoint

union of a projective plane and a point p. By the way we extended h to h',

p is the cone vertex. Therefore h\iI_u has a projective plane as the fixed

point set F'. Hence F is the disjoint union of two projective planes.

Let P and P' be the two projective planes whose union is F. Take U and

U' to be disjoint invariant regular neighborhoods of F and F', respectively.

Then by Milnor [8], M-(UvU') is isomorphic to S2x[0, I], and by

Livesay [7], there is a unique involution on S2 X [0,1 ] up to PL equivalences.

Hence it suffices to analyse h\v and h\rj'. But by Kwun [3] these are unique,

and h=hx# h2, where hx and h2 are the extensions of h\v and h\jj. to F3.

This proves the theorem.

From now on we consider the case that F contains a Klein bottle K. The

only possible Fis the disjoint union of Kand two points. The union of K

and two points can be the fixed point of an involution h. For, let the dis-

joint union of a projective plane At and a point pt, i=l, 2, he the fixed

point set of A, of F3. Taking the connected sum F3 # F3 along an invariant

neighborhood of at, ateAi, we obtain a PL involution hx # h2 whose fixed

point set is the disjoint union of a Klein bottle and two points. Hence we

have

Theorem 4. Let M= Mx # M., and h a PL involution of M with a Klein

bottle in the fixed point set F. Then F is the disjoint union of a Klein bottle

and two points.
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The uniqueness question for h in case F is the disjoint union of a Klein

bottle and two points is not settled, but the following theorem gives some

idea how the Klein bottle is located in P3 # P3.

Theorem 5. Let M be the connected sum P3 # P3 and let K be the Klein

bottle in the fixed point set F of an involution h of M. Then ttx(M— U) is the

integers Z and M— U is homeomorphic to D2 X S1.

For the proof of Theorem 5, we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let h be a PL involution of M=P3 # P3. Then there exists a

PL involution IÏ : S1 X S2-*SX x S2 such that p'h'=hp', where p': S1 x S2-»

P3 # P3 is a 4-/0-1 covering projection.

Proof. Consider the usual 2-to-l covering map p: 51xS2-*M. Let

H=p#TTx(SxxS2) and G=ttx(M). Suppose h#H^H. Since [G:H]=

[G:/i#//]=2, there is no inclusion relation between H and h#H. Let L=

HC\h#H. Then L is a normal subgroup of G, and

HIL=H-h#Hlh#H=G¡h#H=Z2

implies [H:L]=2. Hence [G:L]=4. Furthermore h#L=L. Hence by

the lifting theorem there is a PL involution It on Sx x S2 such thatp'U—hp',

where p' is 4-to-l. If H=h#H, then the construction is similar and easier.

This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 5. Consider the double covering p:N^-M ob-

tained from M cutting along K. Then p~x(K) is homeomorphic to S1 X S1.

Since each component of Mx —p~x(K) maps homeomorphically onto M—K,

p~x(U) is a collar of p~x(K). So Bd(U) is homeomorphic to SxxSx. By the

Mayer-Vietoris sequence

H2(M) -+ Hx(Sx X Sx) -* Hx(0) + Hx(M - U) — HX(M) — 0

we obtain that Hx(M — U) is a group of rank 1.

Now we show that ttx(M-U) is the integers Z. Let p : S1 x S2-*F3 # F3

be a 4-to-l covering such that h#p#TT1iSxxS2)=p#TTxiSxxS2). Then

h' : S1 x S2—-S1 x S2 exists such that the following diagram commutes:

W
o    X »j , Xq-y ¡o    X o , Xq

F3 # F3, x0 _+ P3 # P3, x0       ix0 e K).

Consider the component A of Jc0 in p~xiK). Then A is either S1 x S1 or a

Klein bottle K.
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Case (1).    If A=SX X S1, h' fixes S1 x S1 and Sx X S2-A=R2 x SxkjR2 x

Sx [5]. The covering A-*K is at least 2-to-l. If it is actually 2-to-l, then

p-x(K)=A\jB, where B is another SxxSx. Then B is contained in one of

the two R2xSx. But h' interchanges two R2xSx, while h'(p-x(K))=p~x(K)

and therefore h'(B)=B which is impossible. Hencep~x(K)=A. Hence each

of the two R2 x Sx double cover P3# P3 — K. Hence we have an exact

sequence

f g
0—^Z-±^ttx(M- U)-t+Z2—*0.

Hence if we choose xerr, (M— U) such that g(x)^Q and a generator y in Z,

then 7T1(M— U) is generated by x and y. Suppose xyx~x= y~l. By abelian-

izing we have y2= 1. And since x is of finite order too, HX(M— U) is finite

which contradicts the fact that Hx(M-U) is of rank 1. Hence ttx(M-U)

is abelian, and hence ttx(M— i/)=Z-f-torsion part. But since we have a

universal covering R2 x Rx—>-M— U and no nontrivial finite group can act

freely on a finite-dimensional, contractible space, ttx(M— U)=Z.

Case (2). If A=K, then h' fixes only A and SxxS"—A=R2xS1. If

p~x(K) had any other component B, then B^K and B^R2xSx^R3. But

K cannot be embedded in R3. Hence p~x(K)=A. Then R3-A^R2xS1

covers F3 # F3 4-to-l. Hence

0 —* Z —». ttx(M -\J)-L+Z2 + Z2 —> 0

is exact, or

0—>Z—>ttx(M- U)-Z+Zx—*0

is exact. Let N be a subgroup of Z2+Z2 (or Z4) such that N^Z2. Let

/>' : X—"M— U be the double covering corresponding to £-1(iV). Then there

exists a double covering p":R2xSx~>-X. Then the argument in Case (1)

shows that ttxX^Z. Now consider the double covering p':X->-M—U.

Repeating the same argument in Case (1), we get tt^M— U)=Z.

Since M— U is an irreducible, orientable, compact 3-manifold with

7T1(M-i7)=Z and Bd(M-t7) is homeomorphic to SxxSx, M-U is

homeomorphic to D2 x Sx. This proves the theorem.

The author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.
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